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Abstract8

The Antarctic sea ice area expanded significantly during 1979-2015. This is at9

odds with state-of-the-art climate models, which typically simulate a receding10

Antarctic sea ice cover in response to increasing greenhouse forcing. Here we11

investigate the hypothesis that this discrepancy between models and observations12

occurs due to simulation biases in the sea ice drift velocity. As a control we13

use the Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large Ensemble, which has 4014

realizations of past and future climate change that all undergo Antarctic sea ice15

retreat during recent decades. We modify CESM to replace the simulated sea ice16

velocity field with a satellite-derived estimate of the observed sea ice motion, and17

we simulate 3 realizations of recent climate change. We find that the Antarctic18

sea ice expands in all 3 of these realizations, with the simulated spatial structure19

of the expansion bearing resemblance to observations. The results suggest that20

the reason CESM has failed to capture the observed Antarctic sea ice expansion21

is due to simulation biases in the sea ice drift velocity, implying that an improved22

representation of sea ice motion is crucial for more accurate sea ice projections.23
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Introduction24

Antarctic sea ice expanded during recent decades and then rapidly contracted dur-25

ing the past few years. In this study, we focus on the expansion: during 1979-201526

the Antarctic sea ice area increased at a statistically significant rate that was ap-27

proximately a third as fast as the Arctic sea ice retreat (Supplementary Figure 1).28

This expansion is at odds with basic physical intuition about how sea ice should29

respond to rising global temperatures, and it is also at odds with state-of-the-art30

climate models which typically simulate a receding Antarctic sea ice cover in re-31

sponse to climate forcing during this period [1, 2].32

A number of explanations have been proposed for the enigma that climate33

models consistently fail to capture the observed Antarctic sea ice expansion. Some34

studies have focused on the internal variability in Antarctic sea ice simulated by35

climate models [3, 4, 5]. For example, the observed sea ice expansion was shown36

to be within the range of internal variability of a climate model simulation under37

constant preindustrial forcing [3]. However, when the sum of the model-simulated38

internal variability and the model-simulated response to historical greenhouse39

forcing is considered, the observations fall deep within the tail of the model re-40

sults [2]. Overall, these studies suggest that although internal variability can give41

rise to Antarctic sea ice expansion in some cases, a highly unusual realization of42

internal climate variability would be required to have occurred in the observations43

for this to explain the observed changes in the Antarctic sea ice.44

Alternatively, anthropogenic ozone depletion has been suggested to strengthen45

the Southern Hemisphere westerly surface winds, leading to an anomalous equa-46

torward Ekman transport that initially causes cooling and sea ice expansion, fol-47

lowed by a slower warming due to upwelling of the warmer deep water [6, 7, 8].48

Modeling studies have linked the simulated Southern Hemisphere westerly wind49

to biases in the Antarctic sea ice across different models [9, 10]. However, a later50

study that compared a suite of current climate models with observations suggested51

that ozone depletion is unlikely to be the primary driver of surface cooling and sea52

ice expansion in the Southern Ocean [11].53

Other explanations have been proposed that also involve changes in surface54

winds, whether driven by internal variability [12] or ozone depletion [13] or other55

factors such as greenhouse forcing [14]. Close relationships were found between56

observational estimates of surface wind, sea ice motion, and sea ice concentra-57

tion [15]. However, later work focusing on the seasonal structure of regional sea58

ice trends identified issues with these relationships [16]. Nonetheless, trends in59

Southern Ocean winds have been found to be weaker in climate models than in60
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observations [17, 18], which has been suggested to influence the sea ice [19].61

A number of other mechanisms have also been proposed for the discrepancy62

between sea ice expansion in observations and sea ice retreat in climate models,63

including enhanced sea ice growth or diminished melt in the observations due to64

a stronger ocean stratification caused by warming surface temperatures [20] or an65

increased meltwater flux from Antarctic glacial discharge [21, 22, 23], suppressed66

warming due to ocean heat uptake [24] or the mean wind-driven upwelling and67

northward transport of surface waters around Antarctica [25], or sustained internal68

variability associated with ice-ocean feedbacks [26]. To date, however, the enigma69

remains unresolved.70

Here we investigate the hypothesis that current climate models fail to simulate71

Antarctic sea ice expansion due to systematic biases in the simulated sea ice drift72

velocity. We manually correct this bias in a climate model by replacing the sim-73

ulated sea ice drift with an observational estimate of the sea ice motion field. If74

biases in the simulated sea ice motion are the main reason that climate models fail75

to capture the observed Antarctic sea ice expansion, then we expect this correction76

to substantially improve the simulated Antarctic sea ice changes.77

Results78

Model simulations79

As a control, we use the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community80

Earth System Model (NCAR CESM) Large Ensemble, which has 40 realizations81

that all use identical historical and future forcing but differ in their initial con-82

ditions [27], referred to here as LENS. These 40 LENS members all undergo83

Antarctic sea ice retreat during recent decades [2]. In order to test the present84

hypothesis, we modified CESM to replace the simulated sea ice velocity with an85

observational estimate of the sea ice motion field (Figure 1). The observational86

product was derived from satellite measurements, also drawing on buoy data and87

NCEP-NCAR reanalysis winds, and it has daily data on a 25 km grid [28]. The88

simulations with the ice motion specified to follow this observational product are89

referred to as ObsVi. Further details regarding the model setup and the data prod-90

uct are included in the Methods section.91

Although the satellite-derived sea ice motion fields begin in 1979, here we92

focus on the period 1992-2015 due to issues with the sea ice motion data prior to93

a satellite sensor transition in December 1991 (see Supplementary Figure 3). We94
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Figure 1: Antarctic sea ice drift velocity trend. Linear trend in the annual-
mean sea ice drift velocity (vector) during 1992-2015, with the linear trend in
the meridional velocity component also indicated (shading), in (a) LENS-2, (b)
LENS-4, (c) LENS-6, and (d) ObsVi-6. Note that the sea ice velocity trends in
the observations, ObsVi-2, and ObsVi-4 are approximately equivalent to ObsVi-6
(see Supplementary Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Antarctic sea ice area trend. (a) Linear trend in the annual-mean sea
ice area during 1992-2015 in the observations (gray dashed line) and the LENS
(blue dots) and ObsVi (red dots) simulations. The errorbars show the standard
error associated with the linear trends, which are calculated using ordinary least
squares regression. (b) Histogram of the linear trends in annual-mean sea ice area
for the 40 CESM LENS runs (blue) and the three ObsVi runs (red), along with the
linear trend in the observations (gray dashed line). Note that the result is approxi-
mately equivalent when ice extent is used rather than ice area (see Supplementary
Figure 4).

branch the ObsVi runs from three separate realizations of recent climate change95

(LENS-2, LENS-4, and LENS-6, using the indices associated with each run in the96

LENS archive). This leads to three simulations with sea ice motion specified from97

the observed time-varying field (ObsVi-2, ObsVi-4, and ObsVi-6). We focus on98

the annual-mean sea ice area.99

Antarctic sea ice changes100

The Antarctic sea ice expands in all three ObsVi runs, with one run having ice101

expansion at a rate similar to the observed value of 33 ⇥ 103 km2 per year (Fig-102

ure 2a). This is in contrast to the three LENS control runs, which all have Antarctic103

sea ice retreat at a rate faster than �29⇥103 km2 per year. We emphasize that the104
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Figure 3: Spatial structure of Antarctic sea ice trend. Linear trend in the
annual-mean meridionally-integrated sea ice area during 1992-2015 as a func-
tion of longitude in the (a) LENS and (b) ObsVi simulations. Observations are
plotted for comparison as a gray line in both panels. The longitude ranges of the
different Southern Ocean sectors are labeled and separated with gray dotted lines.
Here, “A-B” stands for the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea and “W Pacific” refers
to the western Pacific Ocean.
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only difference between the two sets of runs is in the sea ice motion field.105

Figure 2b indicates that the runs with observed ice motion (ObsVi) all lie out-106

side the range of what CESM allows with simulated ice motion (LENS): all 40107

of the LENS runs undergo varying levels of Antarctic sea ice retreat, whereas the108

three ObsVi runs all undergo expansion.109

We illustrate the spatial structure of the sea ice changes using the meridionally-110

integrated sea ice area trend, i.e., the linear trend in the annual-mean sea ice con-111

centration integrated over each longitudinal sector (Figure 3). The observed sea112

ice cover expands at almost every longitude, except for relatively small parts of113

the western Pacific and the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea, where the values are114

slightly negative. Note that this observed zonal structure in sea ice expansion dur-115

ing 1992-2015 is somewhat different from the trend calculated over longer periods116

such as 1979-2015 (Supplementary Figure 5), which shows substantial sea ice re-117

treat in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea as discussed in some previous studies118

[29].119

The spatial structure of the sea ice trend in the LENS control runs does not120

resemble the observed trend (Figure 3a). At nearly all longitudes, at least 2 of the121

3 runs have a receding sea ice cover.122

The simulated spatial structure of the expansion in the ObsVi runs, however,123

bears resemblance to the observations (Figure 3b). Most of the sea ice expan-124

sion in the ObsVi runs takes place at the Ross Sea, Weddell Sea, and the western125

Indian sector of the Southern Ocean, as in the observations. Note that the pro-126

nounced expansion in these regions is partly compensated by the sea ice retreat in127

the eastern Indian and western Pacific sectors, where there is a shift in the trend128

compared with the observations. The spread among the ObsVi runs in Figure 3b is129

narrower than the LENS runs in Figure 3a, particularly in the Western Antarctica130

where there is substantial internal climate variability [30, 31, 32]. Quantitatively,131

the zonal average of the difference between the highest and lowest plotted values132

is 159 km2/year/deg in Figure 3b and 170 km2/year/deg in Figure 3a. This implies133

that sea ice motion exerts a relatively strong control on the spatial structure of the134

sea ice area changes.135

Taken together, these results suggest that the reason CESM fails to simulate136

the observed Antarctic sea ice expansion is due to simulation biases in the sea ice137

drift velocity.138
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Discussion139

The key factors that set the sea ice drift velocity in CESM include surface winds,140

ocean surface currents, sea ice rheology, and sea ice drag coefficients. We car-141

ried out an additional set of simulations to test the importance of biases in the142

simulated surface winds that influence the sea ice drift. In these runs (referred143

to as ERAWind), we replaced the simulated surface wind with ERA-Interim [33]144

reanalysis wind vectors in the sea ice momentum calculation. The ERAWind runs145

have a slower sea ice retreat than the LENS runs (Supplementary Figure 6), but146

the ice does not expand like in the ObsVi runs, implying that surface wind biases147

may be partially responsible for the relevant biases in the simulated sea ice drift148

velocity. The spatial structure of the sea ice trend in the ERAWind runs (Supple-149

mentary Figure 7) bears a level of resemblance to the observations that is broadly150

similar to that of the ObsVi runs (Figure 3b).151

We investigated the relationship between sea ice drift velocity and sea ice area152

in the simulations, and we found no clear connection between the trends (see153

Supplementary Figures 8 and 9 and Budget analysis section in the supplemental154

material). The ice expansion may possibly be attributable to an increased north-155

ward drift velocity, although this relationship is not straightforward and varies156

by region and season (Supplementary Figure 8). Despite the sea ice area trend157

in the ObsVi runs falling outside of the range of the LENS results (Figure 2b),158

we found no obvious systematic bias in the sea ice velocity trend in the LENS159

runs (Figure 1). For example, in LENS-4 there is a substantial increase in both160

northward sea ice motion in the Ross Sea and southward sea ice motion in the161

Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea; this is much weaker in observations, and the re-162

sults are opposite in LENS-2 and LENS-6. In contrast to the ice velocity trend,163

there do appear to be noteworthy biases in the mean state of the ice velocity (Sup-164

plementary Figure 10), which may plausibly play a role in setting the ice area165

trends.166

Several important caveats should be emphasized. (i) The use of just three167

ObsVi ensemble members may be insufficient to resolve the influence of sea ice168

motion biases on the sea ice trend in CESM due to internal variability. (ii) Despite169

substantial improvement, there are still notable differences between the ObsVi170

simulations and the observations in terms of the spatial structure of the changes171

(Figure 3). (iii) These results do not resolve what specific features of the biases in172

the simulated sea ice velocity field are most important for the sea ice area trend.173

(iv) Questions remain regarding the physical mechanism by which the sea ice174

velocity field influences the sea ice area in these simulations. (v) We can not rule175
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out the possibility that the simulations with specified ice velocity are producing176

realistic sea ice area trends for the wrong reasons due to cancellation of errors177

in the simulation results. (vi) Relatedly, there may be substantial errors in the178

observationally-based ice velocity fields that we use to specify the ice motion.179

In conclusion, like most current climate models, CESM does not simulate180

the observed Antarctic sea ice expansion. These results show that this can be181

improved by manually correcting sea ice drift velocity biases. Some of this im-182

provement can be captured by instead correcting biases in the surface winds in the183

sea ice momentum equation. The main candidates for explaining the remainder of184

the discrepancy between simulated and observed sea ice changes include model185

biases in the sea ice rheology, sea ice drag coefficients, and ocean surface currents,186

as well as ice velocity biases due to the coarse model resolution. Our results sug-187

gest that an improved representation of sea ice motion is crucial for more accurate188

sea ice projections.189

Methods190

Satellite-derived data191

We use the Polar Pathfinder Daily Sea Ice Motion Vectors [28], which is man-192

aged by the National Snow & Ice Data Center (NSIDC). This dataset includes193

sea ice velocity fields for both hemispheres, which are derived from satellite mea-194

surements and also draw on buoy measurements as well as free drift estimates195

calculated from NCEP-NCAR reanalysis geostrophic winds. It provides sea ice196

velocities that are interpolated onto a 25-km resolution Equal Area Scalable Earth197

(EASE) grid with daily temporal resolution from October 1978 to January 2016198

at the time the data were downloaded. Here we use data during 1992-2015. As199

discussed above, we omit the earlier years due to data issues prior to a December200

1991 satellite sensor transition (Supplementary Figure 3), and we omit the final201

year in the dataset because we focus on the period of sea ice expansion. We inter-202

polate the ice drift velocity from the 25-km resolution EASE grid to the nominal203

1� resolution CESM model grid by averaging the observations with grid centers204

that are located within each model grid cell.205

For the observed sea ice concentration, we use the monthly-mean Sea Ice Con-206

centrations from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I-SSMIS Passive Microwave207

Data [34], which is generated using the NASA Team algorithm from brightness208

temperature data based on multiple sensors including the Nimbus-7 SMMR, the209
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Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)-F8, -F11, and -F13 SSM/I,210

and the DMSP-F17 Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS). The ice211

concentration is provided on a 25-km resolution polar stereographic grid. We use212

the NSIDC Sea Ice Index [35] for the observed ice area time series, as well as213

for the observed ice extent time series plotted in Supplementary Figures 1b and214

4 (note that the ice extent is defined as the total area of grid boxes with sea ice215

concentration greater than 15%).216

We use reanalysis surface winds from ERA-Interim [33], which has been sug-217

gested to provide a somewhat reliable estimate for the Southern Ocean surface218

fields [36, 37]. The reanalysis goes back to 1979, and we use wind data during219

1979-2015. The wind product is reported on a 0.75� grid resolution with 6-hour220

frequency. We interpolate it to the model grid using bilinear interpolation.221

Model setup222

In the ObsVi runs, the sea ice momentum equation is replaced with a relaxation to223

the satellite-derived ice velocity field,224

d~v

dt
=

1
t
(~vobs �~v), (1)

where~v represents the sea ice drift velocity in the model, and~vobs denotes the daily225

specified sea ice drift velocity. We choose a short restoring timescale t = 1 hour226

to constrain the sea ice drift velocity to resemble observations. The momentum227

equation is sub-cycled during each sea ice model time step (using the CESM pa-228

rameter xndt dyn) in order to avoid numerical instability. In locations where the229

satellite-retrieved sea ice velocity data is not available but there is simulated ice,230

we use the ice momentum equation with ERA-Interim surface winds as in the ER-231

AWind runs. In the ERAWind runs, the default ice momentum equation is used232

but the surface wind used to generate the atmosphere-ice stress is replaced with233

ERA-Interim winds; note that the model wind field is altered only in the calcula-234

tion of the atmosphere-ice stress in the sea ice momentum equation.235

Spin up of simulations236

The three ObsVi runs are branched from the corresponding LENS runs on January237

1, 1960. For each ObsVi run, we spin up the model during simulation years 1960-238

1991 by relaxing the sea ice velocity to the observed mean annual cycle (averaged239

over 1992-2015), and then the simulation is continued during 1992-2015 using240
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the full time evolution of the observed ice motion field. In other words, we com-241

puted the mean annual cycle in the daily observational fields, and the ice motion242

is relaxed to this field every year during 1960-1991, although increases in green-243

house gas forcing and other forcing changes during this period are equivalent to244

the LENS runs.245

Due to the change in sea ice momentum forcing at 1960, the Antarctic sea ice246

area increases rapidly during the first few months such that the annual-mean ice247

area increases by around 1⇥106 km2 in the first year (blue lines in Supplementary248

Figure 11a). The ice area then declines for a decade or so and then remains rel-249

atively constant during the following decade or so. After the 1960-1991 spin-up250

period, the ObsVi runs gain sea ice during 1992-2015.251

The three ERAWind runs are similarly branched from the corresponding LENS252

runs on January 1, 1960. Since the ERA-Interim winds are available for a longer253

time period, we spin up the ERAWind runs with the 1979 forcing repeating every254

year during simulation years 1960-1978 and then use the full time evolution of the255

wind field during 1979-2015, thereby allowing further spin up during 1979-1991256

before the 1992-2015 analysis period.257

We find that the the Antarctic sea ice area also initially increases in the ER-258

AWind runs (blue lines in Supplementary Figure 11b). This initial increase is259

smaller than in the ObsVi runs, and the ice area in the ERAWind runs remains260

relatively close to the LENS runs throughout the simulation period.261

Additional simulations to investigate the sensitivity to spin up conditions are262

presented in the supplemental material (Sensitivity of simulations to spinup con-263

ditions section).264

Year-to-year variability265

Although the 1992-2015 ice area trends agree better with observations in the Ob-266

sVi runs than in the ERAWind runs, the ERAWind runs show better agreement267

with observed year-to-year changes in the ice area. This is listed in Supple-268

mentary Table 1. The correlations with observations for the detrended annual-269

mean ice area during 1992-2015 ranges from 0.38 to 0.62 in the three ERAWind270

runs. Note that the supplementary runs that use different spin up conditions (ER-271

AWind 1992Spinup and ERAWind ClimSpinup described in the supplemental272

material) have fairly similar correlations. This implies that despite not captur-273

ing as much of the long-term trend, the ERAWind runs may capture more of the274

observed year-to-year variability. A concurrent study using CESM simulations275

shows a similar result: when the wind field is nudged toward ERA-interim, the276
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model captures much of the observed year-to-year variability in Antarctic sea ice277

extent [38].278

Seasonal variations279

Although this study focuses on annual-mean trends, some previous studies have280

examined seasonal variations in the observed trends [16, 39, 40]. We find that the281

seasonal structure of the 1992-2015 ice area trend varies considerably between the282

three ObsVi runs (Supplementary Figure 12), without a consistent structure to the283

bias with the observations.284

Arctic sea ice trends285

The changes in the ice momentum equation in all of the runs in this study apply in286

both hemispheres. However, in the Arctic we do not find that any of these changes287

to lead to substantially more accurate simulations of the sea ice area trend or the288

year-to-year variability (Supplementary Table 1).289
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Budget analysis: dynamic versus thermodynamic sea9

ice processes10

In order to aid in the interpretation of the influence of sea ice motion on sea ice11

area in the CESM simulations, we separate the sea ice concentration changes due12

to dynamic processes (ice transport and ridging) from those due to thermodynamic13

processes (melting and freezing) according to14

∂C
∂t

= Tdyn +Ttherm, (S1)

where C is the sea ice concentration, Tdyn represents the ice concentration ten-15

dency due to dynamic processes, and Ttherm represents the ice concentration ten-16

dency due to thermodynamic processes. The two tendency terms are diagnosed in17

the model and their monthly-mean values are reported in the model output.18

Integrating Equation (S1) in time, we separate the sea ice concentration at time19

t into two parts,20

C =
∫ t

0

∂C
∂t ′

dt ′ =
∫ t

0
Tdyndt ′+

∫ t

0
Tthermdt ′. (S2)

1



This allows us to decompose the trend in sea ice concentration into separate parts21

representing dynamic and thermodynamic contributions:22

s = sdyn + stherm, (S3)

where s represents the long-term linear trend in sea ice concentration, sdyn rep-23

resents the trend in the dynamic contribution
∫ t

0 Tdyndt ′, and sdyn represents the24

trend in the thermodynamic contribution
∫ t

0 Tthermdt ′.25

With this framework, differences in the sea ice concentration trend between26

two CESM simulations can be attributed to contributions from dynamic and ther-27

modynamic processes:28

δs = δsdyn +δsthem. (S4)

Next, we integrate Equation (S4) over latitude in the Southern Hemisphere.29

Considering the linear trend in the annual-mean meridionally-integrated sea ice30

area, which is plotted in Figure 3 of the main text, this budget analysis allows31

us to separate the dynamical and thermodynamic contributions to the difference32

between each LENS run and ObsVi run. The results of this analysis are plotted in33

Supplementary Figure 9.34

The contributions due to dynamic processes and thermodynamics processes35

largely cancel (Supplementary Figure 9). Changes in the sea ice area trend are36

approximately consistent with a larger northward sea ice transport in the Ross Sea37

and the Weddell Sea in all of the ObsVi runs than in the corresponding LENS runs.38

In the Indian Ocean sector, by contrast, the budget analysis indicates decreased39

northward sea ice transport in the ObsVi runs compared with the LENS runs.40

Note, however, that stronger northward sea ice export in these simulations does41

not always correspond with expanded sea ice cover (Supplementary Figure 8).42

Sensitivity of simulations to spinup conditions43

The difference in spin up behavior between the ObsVi runs and the ERAWind runs44

raises the possibility that the results during the 1992-2015 analysis period may be45

sensitive to the choice of spin up conditions. We tested this by carrying out several46

additional sets of simulations.47

First, since the ERAWind runs are forced during spin up by repeating a single48

year of the observations whereas the ObsVi runs are forced by repeating the 1992-49

2015 mean annual cycle, we carried out three runs that are identical to ObsVi ex-50

cept that they are spun up during 1960-1991 using the 1992 observed ice motion51

2



field each year (referred to as ObsVi 1992Spinup). The decline during the first52

part of the spin up period is somewhat larger on average in the ObsVi 1992Spinup53

runs than in the ObsVi runs, and the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs appear to take longer54

to stabilize during the spin up period (red lines in Supplementary Figure 11a).55

The sea ice area trends during 1992-2015 in two of the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs56

fall within the spread of the three ObsVi runs, but one of the ObsVi 1992Spinup57

runs has sea ice retreat (Supplementary Table 1). This may be related to the Ob-58

sVi 1992Spinup runs possibly not being sufficiently spun up, although some of59

the differences between the ObsVi and ObsVi 1992Spinup runs may simply be60

due to internal variability, given the limited number of runs in each ensemble.61

As a second test of the sensitivity to the choice of spin up conditions,62

we carried out three runs that are identical to ERAWind except that they are63

spun up during 1960-1991 using the 1992 forcing in each year (referred to64

as ERAWind 1992Spinup), similar to the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs. The ER-65

AWind 1992Spinup runs behave fairly similarly to the ERAWind runs through-66

out the 1960-2015 simulation period (red lines in Supplementary Figure 11b).67

The sea ice area trends during 1992-2015 in two of the ERAWind 1992Spinup68

runs fall within the spread of the three ERAWind runs, but one of the ER-69

AWind 1992Spinup runs has sea ice expansion (Supplementary Table 1). As with70

the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs, it is difficult here to separate differences due to spin71

up conditions from the effects of internal variability.72

As a third test of the sensitivity to the choice of spin up conditions, we carried73

out three runs that are identical to ERAWind except that they are spun up dur-74

ing 1960-1991 using the 1992-2015 mean annual cycle in surface winds (refereed75

to as ERAWind ClimSpinup). These runs behave markedly differently, with the76

ice area remaining well above the LENS runs during the entire simulation period77

and a relatively abrupt decline in sea ice area occurring during 1995-2000 (green78

lines in Supplementary Figure 11b). This leads to 1992-2015 sea ice decline that79

is faster than the LENS runs (Supplementary Table 1). The behavior of the ER-80

AWind ClimSpinup runs may be related to issues associated with the smoothness81

of the climatological forcing compared with a typical year which has more short-82

term variability. By contrast, this issue does not appear to be substantially influ-83

encing the ObsVi runs: the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs behave fairly similarly to the84

ObsVi runs, whereas the ERAWind 1992Spinup runs do not behave similarly to85

the ERAWind ClimSpinup runs.86

Lastly, in order to test the long-term influence of using specified ice motion,87

we carried out three additional runs in which the sea ice motion is specified to88

follow the observed 1992-2015 mean annual cycle each year (referred to as Ob-89

3



sVi ClimThroughout), as well as three runs with the ice motion specified to follow90

the observed 1992 field each year (referred to as ObsVi 1992Throughout). These91

runs are identical during 1960-1991 to the ObsVi and ObsVi 1992Spinup runs,92

respectively. One of the ObsVi 1992Throughout runs has ice retreat and two have93

ice expansion (Supplementary Table 1), which may be related to the recovery94

from the low in 1980 during the spin up period (red lines in Supplementary Fig-95

ure 11c). This suggests that the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs may not be fully spun96

up in 1992, as noted above. In the ObsVi ClimThroughout runs, which appear97

to spin up more quickly during the 1960-1991 spin up period (blue lines in Sup-98

plementary Figure 11c), the sea ice retreats in all three runs at a rate similar to99

the LENS runs (Supplementary Table 1). This suggests that the Antarctic sea ice100

expansion in the main runs (ObsVi) occurs due to the changes in the sea ice drift101

velocity during recent decades, rather than simply being an artifact of the model102

adjusting to specified ice motion.103

In addition to apparent spin up issues in the ObsVi 1992Spinup runs, a short-104

coming of the ObsVi 1992Spinup and ERAWind 1992Spinup supplemental runs105

described in this section is that they may become artificially equilibrated to the106

forcing in the first year of the 1992-2015 analysis period. This is in contrast to107

the main simulations: the ObsVi runs have an average forcing during the spin up108

period, and the ERAWind runs have evolving forcing during the last 13 years of109

the spin up period (1979-1991).110
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Name SH trend SH corr NH trend NH corr
Observations 32.7 -64.8
LENS-2 -49.2 0.08 -67.1 -0.06
LENS-4 -31.2 -0.13 -26.9 0.11
LENS-6 -29.1 -0.12 -54.0 -0.29
ObsVi-2 15.2 -0.06 -16.7 -0.15
ObsVi-4 29.6 -0.34 -11.3 -0.27
ObsVi-6 3.8 -0.13 -2.7 -0.40
ERAWind-2 -13.1 0.38 -25.0 -0.35
ERAWind-4 -6.8 0.62 -40.6 0.57
ERAWind-6 -0.2 0.59 -34.1 -0.36
ObsVi 1992Spinup-2 15.7 -0.28 -26.5 -0.26
ObsVi 1992Spinup-4 -31.8 0.37 -66.8 -0.16
ObsVi 1992Spinup-6 9.2 -0.13 -56.6 -0.27
ERAWind 1992Spinup-2 -0.6 0.30 -32.7 0.29
ERAWind 1992Spinup-4 14.0 0.64 -20.5 0.34
ERAWind 1992Spinup-6 -13.7 0.35 -48.5 -0.19
ERAWind ClimSpinup-2 -80.2 0.25 4.2 -0.07
ERAWind ClimSpinup-4 -72.1 0.37 -35.3 0.01
ERAWind ClimSpinup-6 -81.2 0.49 -27.3 0.13
ObsVi ClimThroughout-2 -30.5 0.24 -63.1 -0.05
ObsVi ClimThroughout-4 -24.4 -0.18 -42.4 0.07
ObsVi ClimThroughout-6 -12.8 -0.12 -45.0 -0.18
ObsVi 1992Throughout-2 4.4 -0.25 -37.7 0.03
ObsVi 1992Throughout-4 -21.0 -0.01 -32.9 0.33
ObsVi 1992Throughout-6 13.0 -0.38 -41.9 0.03

Table 1: Linear trend in annual-mean ice area during 1992-2015 in each hemi-
sphere (“trend”, in units of 103 km2/yr) for observations, main simulations, and
supplemental simulations. A measure of the agreement with observed year-to-
year changes is also included (“corr”), which is calculated as the linear correla-
tion coefficient r with observations of the detrended annual-mean ice area during
1992-2015.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Satellite-derived observations of Antarctic sea ice
cover during 1979 to 2019. (a) Annual-mean sea ice area. This study focuses
on ice area, but ice extent (shown in panel b) is also often considered. (b) Annual-
mean sea ice extent. In both panels, the linear trends during 1979-2015 (orange
straight line) and 1992-2015 (blue straight line) are indicated. For comparison,
the linear trend in the Arctic sea ice area and sea ice extent during 1979-2015 are
-64.8×103 km2/yr and -68.9×103 km2/yr, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Sea ice drift velocities in the observations and ObsVi
runs. The top row shows the 1992-2015 mean value of the drift velocity, and
the bottom row shows the 1992-2015 trend in annual-mean drift velocity. In all
panels, the shading indicates the meridional component of the velocity or velocity
trend. Note the agreement between the three ObsVi runs and the observations, as
expected based on the simulation setup.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Issue with observational estimate of sea ice motion be-
fore 1992. The area-integrated sea ice velocity divergence (top) and area-averaged
sea ice speed anomaly (bottom) are plotted for the Southern Hemisphere (left)
and the Northern Hemisphere (right). The sea ice speed anomaly is calculated
related to the long-term mean during 1979-2015. The transition from the Scan-
ning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) to the Special Sensor Mi-
crowave/Imager (SSM/I) on July 9, 1987, and the transition from the SSM/I sen-
sor flown on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) F8 satellite
to the SSM/I sensor flown on the DMSP F11 satellite on December 3, 1991, are
marked with red dashed lines on each plot. Note the jumps in the ice drift data
associated with these sensor transitions.
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Supplementary Figure 4: As in Figure 2 in the main text, but using ice extent
rather than ice area.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Linear trend in the observed annual-mean
meridionally-integrated sea ice area. Values calculated during 1992-2015 (blue)
are compared with values calculated during 1979-2015 (red).
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Supplementary Figure 6: As in Figure 2a in the main text, but also including
the ERAWind runs. Note that the ERAWind runs are offset slightly to the right to
avoid overlap.
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Supplementary Figure 7: As in Figure 3 in the main text, but for the ERAWind
runs.
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Supplementary Figure 8: Relationship between trends in ice velocity and trends
in ice concentration in the ObsVi runs and observations. Each row represents a
different season. The columns represent (left) the linear trend in seasonal-mean
sea ice velocity, (center) the linear trend in the seasonal-mean sea ice concentra-
tion in the ObsVi-6 run, and (right) the linear trend in the seasonal-mean sea ice
concentration in the observations. All trends are computed during 1992-2015.
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(e) ObsVi-6 – LENS-6
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Supplementary Figure 9: Results of the dynamic vs thermodynamic budget anal-
ysis of the sea ice area trend. The rows represent the difference between (top)
ObsVi-2 and LENS-2, (middle) ObsVi-4 and LENS-4, and (bottom) ObsVi-6 and
LENS-6. The columns represent (left) the contributions to the sea ice area trend
difference due to dynamic processes (blue) and thermodynamic processes (red),
and (right) the sum of the two terms plotted in the left column (gray) compared
with the actual difference in the total trend (black) as a test of the accuracy of
the budget analysis. Note that the relatively small difference between the gray
line and the black line is expected to be due to the usage of monthly-mean model
output in the budget analysis.
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Supplementary Figure 10: 1992-2015 mean value of the drift velocity in LENS
runs and ObsVi-6. Shading indicates the meridional component of the velocity.
Note that the annual-mean sea ice drift velocities in the observations, ObsVi-2, and
ObsVi-4 are approximately the equivalent to ObsVi-6 (Supplementary Figure 2).
The LENS runs show mainly eastward movement of sea ice, whereas in ObsVi-6
the sea ice movement is mainly in the meridional direction.
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Supplementary Figure 11: Annual-mean Antarctic sea ice area evolution during
the entire simulations, including the spinup period. The thin lines represent each
of the ensemble members and the thick lines indicate the ensemble-mean of each
3-member ensemble. The LENS runs and observations are repeated in each panel
for comparison. The gray dashed lines indicate the year 1992.
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Supplementary Figure 12: Seasonal cycle of the mean state and the linear trend
in Antarctic sea ice area during 1992-2015. Observations are repeated in each
panel as a gray line. In the right panels, “Ann” represents the linear trend in the
annual-mean sea ice area. Note that here each panel shows all simulations with a
given index, rather than showing a single set of simulations.
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